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Team/Age Group U15s
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Playing out of the defensive third
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90 mins
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Set-up: Players are placed into groups of 3 with one ball. Cones are 10-15 yards apart depending
on age and ability.
Option 1: (Yellow players) PA passes to PB who opens up by receiving with their back foot and
playing to PC. PC then plays to PA. (all players stay at their designated cone).
Option 2: (Red players). PA plays a 1-2 with PB, PB plays a 1-2 with PC etc
Option 3: Players play 3 players combinations to circulate the ball.
Organization: Players rotate the direction of the ball after 2mins, to ensure they work both feet
and checking in the opp. direction.
Coaching Points: Ensure players are checking before receiving. First touch with their back foot.
Speed and accuracy of the pass. Can players look over shoulder before receiving?
Organization:
The teams back four is split onto both teams: #3 and #5 on the Yellow team and the #2 and #4 on
the Red team (Restricted to defensive third only)
Both teams play with a #6, #8 & #10 in the center of the field. #9's for both teams play in their
attacking third only. (Area: Width 30, Def thirds 15, Mid third 30)
The play starts with the "T" player who must play to one of the defensive players in their zone first.
These players then try to play to one of their central midfielder's, who in turn attempts to play to
their #9 and finally into their "T" player. Teams are awarded one point for a successful pass into T.
Prog. Players are allowed to dribble the ball into another zone. This encourages the defenders to o
recognize when, where and how to break their immediate line and create numbers up in the
central third. (Mid's can do the same into the attack third)
Coaching Points:
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To develop theVerbal,
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Setup
field.
play 7 vs. 4 (Red) who play in a diamond formation to replicate a #7,
3. Body- 3/4
shape
to Yellow
receiveteam
the ball
#9,
#11 and
4. Speed
and#10.
accuracy of passes
Scenario 1: The Red team starts by striking a ball into the hands of the GK. The Yellow team uses
this as a trigger to position themselves as highlighted in the diagram. (#4 and #5 go wide around
the edges of the box, #2 and #3 push high and wide, #6 drops in between the center backs to act
as a pivot or an option direct from the GK. #8 stretches the field vertically to create depth).
Alternative scenarios:
Defending in wide areas. How do #4 or #5 interact and cover their full back and what is the role of
#6? Drop into def. line or screen opp. #9.
Defending throw-in's in MF or attacking thirds
Dealing with crosses from various areas.
Dealing with transition and counter attacks (both positive and negative)

End Game - 11 v 11. Both teams have been set up in a 1-4-3-3 (or 1-4-2-3-1)
If numbers are an challenge, a second option would be 9 v 9, where the team you are coaching
play a 1-4-3-1
FIFA rules apply.
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Coaching points: Check for understanding of session: Team shape in and out of possession and
communication through all units of the team.
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